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CHAIR’S REPORT 2020
I am confident we will remember the year 2020 as being like no other.
The New Year brought to us the most unprecedented, catastrophic
Bushfires and weather conditions, throwing the Southern Highlands
Community into crisis mode.
Our community went into mourning at the loss of over 60 homes, with a
total of 90 households were severely impact by the fires that raged for
weeks. We stood alongside those who saw their lives reduced to dust
and we reached out to those who were working tirelessly to help our
wildlife escaping the inferno. We watched as the RFS battled to save
our community from further loss, risking their lives for the safety of
others.
We had no opportunity to take a breath before we were faced with a
world crisis, Covid-19 arrived! The world is in chaos and we were faced
with social distancing, isolation, loneliness, and fear. Our community
trying to manage two major issues, dealing with the aftermath of the
Bushfires and the growing need by those impacted by fires, and the
immediate and complete focus on a worldwide pandemic, an unseen,
uncontrollable force.
What will also remember of 2020 is the way that our community and the
world reacted. We have witnessed generosity, kindness and selfless
giving of individuals and many community groups working hard to meet
the needs of community throughout the year.
Shelley Boyce OAM 1

The Southern Highlands Foundation was tasked with distributing the
monies raised by the FireAid Concert, generously organised by John &
Zoe Waters and Leo & Donatella Sayer.
That concert raised a good deal of money for fire effected community,
but the concert also created a sense of hope, goodwill, showing the
strength of a community that cares. This was opportunity for our
community to see how we can work together to create a more caring
and civil place to live.
The face of Philanthropy is changing, here and globally. We see a
move away from the idea of building a large Corpus of funds to different
way of giving. For Community Foundations we have had to realise that
it is not only about the money, what is most important is the
engagement and empowering of the community, building lasting and
meaningful relationships with donors and funders and the projects they
are supporting. Effective giving is really about the lasting benefits that a
generous gift can make and how it becomes an agent for change in our
community and country. Collective giving and Impact giving provide a
unique opportunity for bringing like minded people with a sense of
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purpose together, this creates a perfect synergy when matched with a
worthy project.
We hosted a highly successful Forum in early 2020, we gathered
together a diverse group from our community, and we discussed the
needs of our community and how the Southern Highlands Foundation
could be most relevant and effective. Our Parton Hugh Mackay spoke
about the need to create engaged, caring communities where we feel
we belong. Our communities are at a crossroads, we have become
more introverted and self-absorbed and social isolation of our own
making. The way we connect, do business, and engaged with others is
rapidly changing and we are losing our sense of “Belonging.” If we are
going to continue to inspire the development of communities where we
“Belong” we must demonstrate that our Foundation is working towards
a more engaged community, showing that philanthropy, is about
stepping up, inspiring, advocating leadership, a working together in a
common purpose. If we are to achieve this purpose we must stop
working in silos, find the common ground and work together to build a
more caring, vibrant, inclusive community where we all “Belong”
I wish to thank the Board for their outstanding efforts this year, for their
courage to make change and for taking on responsible roles with good
grace. It is a pleasure to work with you all, each one bringing unique
strengths and purpose to the Board.
Our current Board members are:
Shelley Boyce OAM – Chair
David Allen – Public Officer
Lyndall Dalley - Director
Jenny Harper OAM – Director
Jim McAlpine AM - Director
Nicole Smith - Director
Jennifer Bott AO - Director
Dr Michelle Mulvihill - Director
Bridget Cosyn - Community Liaison and Administration
One thing we do well is bringing those people together, to share
knowledge, passion, and abilities, working together we can really make
a difference. Engaging with other community groups gives a clear
insight into the needs of our community. We want to help build stronger
bonds between local groups, if we can help them find a better way
forward then we have achieved our goal. If you would like to become
involved with the Southern Highlands Foundation, we want to hear from
you, remembering that working together we can make an even greater
impact on our community.
“I alone cannot change the world, but I can cast a stone across the
waters to create many ripples” – Shelley Boyce OAM
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FORUM
In February, this year SHF hosted a forum as an opportunity to
bring together the Board and friends of the Foundation along with
key community members to discuss the future planning for the work
of the Foundation in the Highlands.
Hugh Mackay AO gave a very inspiring welcome and introduction
on the importance of the Foundation and the need to build a strong
community.

Hugh Mackay AM 1

The day was a great chance to hear from a range of insightful,
motivated people from within the community around key initiatives
they were involved with, or that they would like to see the
Foundation take part in.
The discussion and workshop focused on our key areas for giving
• Health
• Family
• Indigenous
• Arts
• Environment
and how our future planning and our long-term impact will benefit
our local community.
With the impact of Covid19, Bushfires and the drought we are a
strong foundation that is dedicated to being at the forefront of
engaging, supporting and impacting our society to build a strong,
resourceful and whole of community organisation
Nicole Smith
CANCER CARE
The SHF donated $40,000 to Can Assist Southern Highlands to
ensure Can Assist could continue to financially support people in
the Wingecarribee Shire who are suffering hardship as result of their
cancer diagnosis. Can Assist’s ability to fund raise in 2021 has been
severely restricted by the onset of the pandemic, and the donation
was very timely and appreciated.
Can Assist covers the costs of out of pocket medications for cancer
treatment and at end of life, night nursing and respite care
Jenny Harper OAM
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FIREAID 2020
In January 2020 a recovery concert was arranged by John and
Zoe Waters and Leo & Donatella Sayer in aid of saying thanks to
the incredibly dedicated front-line volunteers who fought
tirelessly to protect our community during the Bushfire of 20192020.
Along with giving a boost to all Southern Highland residents.
The concert was an enormous success and with community
generosity, over $340,000 was raised. This money was
transferred to the Southern Highlands Foundation to scope and
manage the distribution. The criteria were to support Southern
Highlands community recovery in an effective, inclusive and
dignified way without incurring administration fees. The
Foundation absorbed these costs.
The areas scoped to support recovery were
Wildlife Rescue and Refugee - $50,000
Local RFS Brigades - $38,500
FireAid Card - $190,000
Community Brokerage - $25,000
Community Engagement -$10,000
Remaining Funds for Distribution -$26,500
An EFTPOS card with a pre-approved amount was sourced and
distributed throughout the Shire for those families who lost their
homes and property infrastructure. The card can be used at
designated Southern Highlands businesses, which in turn
supports local business – Community giving to Community
Working with
Recovery
Support Service
and WSC,
community
initiatives have
been created to
encourage
engagement
and on ground
rebuilding
support.
PhotoVoice, a photographic competition encouraged residents to
exhibit incredible images highlighting the impact yet also
resilience of resident’s months after the fires.
Due to Covid19 some services have been slow to reach
communities. Remaining funds have been earmarked for
extended recovery initiatives during 2021. Bridget Cosyn
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THE ARTS
The Foundation provided a $2000 grant supporting the setting
up of the art infrastructure network with The SHAC ~ Southern
Highlands Artisans Collective ~ a not-for-profit organisation
building a vibrant creative hub in the old potato shed (next to
The Big Potato) in Robertson NSW, bringing together some
of the most talented artists and artisans in the Highlands
under one roof.
YOUTH
We were very pleased to support the Mental Gallery in Bowral
this year with a grant of $2500 to fund residency scholarships
for young artists.
Mental is the brainchild of Sergei Netcheaf, A centre for youth.
Mental is a shopfront retail gallery and studio space in the
commercial centre of Bowral in the Southern Highlands, NSW.
Mental is a platform for exhibition, retail, art practice and events
that collectively address how art can contribute to our mental
wellbeing; both as individuals in our lived experience and as a
wider community. A social enterprise, Mental exists to innovate
a new product as a specific response to regional context, social
health and further development in the arts.
Our mission is to demonstrate that everyone can benefit from
the arts in their life, given the perfect opportunity. This will be
achieved through 3 streams of engagement:
1. Connect to the wider community through exhibition, retail, art
projects and events
2. Support the existing arts and mental health services
community of the Southern Highlands region through
partnerships and collaboration
3. Develop the professional skills of practicing artists by
providing mentorship, services and opportunities to reach
market or other established goals
YOUTH MENTORING
The Foundation has long recognised the pressing need to
support our youth to engage and be reassociated in the
community. We identified that a youth mentoring initiative could
be established to encourage this reengagement.
Through a generous grant of $50,000, a pilot mentoring
initiative is underway with RAISE who have established an early
intervention mentoring program facilitated within secondary
public schools to ensure young people feel heard, valued and
supported. Lyndall Dalley, Jenny Bott AO
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FAMILIES
Thanks to the generosity of FRRR we are able to provide Back
to School vouchers for families needing a bit of help to cover
school costs.
Highlands Community Centres (HCC) works with the most
vulnerable families in the Southern Highlands, and maintains a
caseload of families that are struggling financially, and with a
diverse range of other problems. These families are the priority
clients for Back to School vouchers. HCC also networks with
other community-based support and welfare services and
accepts referrals for families requiring some support with school
costs. HCC also works with families experiencing domestic
violence, and provides Back to School vouchers throughout the
year to families who have had to urgently relocate and reestablish themselves with limited personal effects. – Lyndall
Dalley
INDIGENOUS SUPPORT
The Foundation has a focus to support bridging the gap with our
indigenous community. HCC is engaged to opening barriers
with local families and has recently engaged an Aboriginal
Support Worker. To assist with capacity building and broader
support needs not funded by DCJ the Foundation has entered
into MOU to provide a brokerage of $40000 over 4 years. The
funds have been provided through the bequest of Late Ted
Kennedy.
Another initiative is support for 3 Indigenous students at UOW
with a scholarship for $5000 each to assist with fees and other
educational costs. - Lyndall Dalley
INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIP
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The Foundation became partners with ‘GLOBAL GIVING’ which
is an international fund raising platform that raises funds for
projects across the world. Global Giving is a nonprofit that
makes it easy and safe to give to projects anywhere in the
world, while providing local organizations the tools, training, and
support they need to thrive.
During the bushfires in Australia this year Global Giving raised
in excess of $8,000,000US which is being distributed
throughout Australia via Community Foundations and FRRR.
Following a vetting process, we were accepted as a suitable
charity to distribute funds in our community. The funding will
continue until 2024 with to help with rebuilding, wildlife rescue,
trauma care and mental wellbeing.
We are proud to be associated with Global giving and will make
the very most of the funding intrusted to us. – Shelley Boyce
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ENVIRONMENT
As one of our Pillars, The Foundation has been supporting
Winzero through the process of attaining DGR status and Pro
Bono legal advice to receive best practice advice on
governance.
WinZero has been formed to inspire and lead the Wingecarribee
Shire in an “All-In” effort to achieve net zero emissions no later
than 2050. With everyone working together – Government,
Business, Agriculture and Individuals, we can do this.

NOTES
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FEEDBACK AND REPORTS
HOW THE FIREAID CARD HAS ASSISTED WITH MY WILDLIFE CARE.
I was extremely grateful (and very surprised) to have been gifted a FireAid card. I have been caring for kangaroo joeys for just over
two years, working alongside another carer, Kerstin Schweth, with her as my mentor.
Caring for these joeys has brought me such immense joy and has become my happy place. I have 3 gorgeous sons, but also
suffered many many miscarriages along the way and somehow, being able to nurture these joeys has really helped heal the hurt in
my heart.
Unfortunately, about a year into wildlife caring, I started getting rashes on my hands, which then moved to my face and neck and
my eyes also became puffy, red and swollen. Extensive testing revealed that I’d developed an allergy to kangaroos!! I was put on
steroid medication but after a while that stopped working, so for the last 10 months, I’ve been applying an immunosuppressant
cream, which seems to be effective for the most part, but isn’t a long-term solution.
So, in order to continue caring for the joeys, they would need to be permanently kept out of the house. We needed to build an
outdoor ‘Roo House’ - structurally sound, insulated, powered and fenced to ensure safety – to enable them to stay in there from I
first get them, mostly tiny and unfurred.
Thankfully, I was lucky enough to also receive a small grant from Wildlife Rescue South Coast to help with the house. It ended up
costing more than we’d anticipated, so this money was really helpful. It still left us out of pocket though.
So far, the FireAid card has enabled us to install fencing around the joey run area. It will also enable us to put rubber flooring down
in the Roo House, and I’d like to put in some shelving so I can keep all the pouches, liners, wipes, towels etc in there too. We will
also be purchasing native grass seeds to plant.
Once the joeys are big enough, we move them down to our back paddock (we live on an acre, and the back paddock is about ¼ of
that). With the money left on the card, we are going to increase the height of our current fencing and put weed matting around the
perimeter (along the fencing), to keep the joeys safe from foxes etc and protected from being spooked by large dogs or people that
may be on the other side. We back on to crown land and previously some of our joeys have become spooked by perceived threats
and tried to escape.
There are so many people more deserving than me, people who have been caring for wildlife for much longer, and people who are
able to have larger numbers of animals than I can. Please know, my family and I are so very grateful to you all. Since Covid,
money has been very tight and being able to have this help to allow us to continue to care for the joeys is so appreciated.
Thank you.
Gabbi Armstrong
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Good evening Bridget,
Many thanks for your email and invitation which I love to attend
but am unable due to prior commitments. If you could let me
know of any following meetings and I shall ensure I’ll be able to
come along.
Re the funds provided by FireAid, I have to advise that apart
from a few vet bills, regular medication supply bills and the
purchase of a Husquana brush cutter no substantial purchases or fence replacements were conducted. The purchase
became necessary as our old one refused to start and was economically not worth repairing. The brushcutter is used daily to
provide grass for our 13 wombats in care and has a special blade so that the grass is sliced and bundled up the way the
wombats find it in the wild.
The delay in replacing the fence and the maintenance of and the extensions of existing compounds is two-fold; one, the
passing of my husband threw me completely out of balance and with it the many admin work to complete. I am just be able to
keep my head above water. But I am soldiering on and will continue with our Care Centre.
Two, despite contacting several local fencers on a variety of occasions, none has returned my calls or turned up for a sight
inspection. I shall continue to contact new tradies and hope the build of a new compound and the replacement of the fence
work can commence sooner than later.
I am very grateful for your support and will concentrate on the task as soon as I can.
Many thanks for your understanding.
With best wishes,
Kerstin
Native Wildlife Rescue Robertson
Home +61(0)2 4885 2008
Mobile +61(0) 413 76 86 56
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Hello Southern Highlands Foundation and FireAid,
Thank you so much again.
I am at the computer now...so it is easier to type, but still a mad rush here Wombat duties of
course.
I will put together an outline of these months since the fire, and write up on things. I do think that chatting to the group there,
and thanking you all personally would be good. I would like that.
The wombat work has been unending and new issues have emerged since the fires that call for immediate responses. So
yes, full time busy, and have been so since before the fires...no end in sight as yet.
Much to tell you.
But for now....
Here is a peek at what is coming up on ABC TV on 1 December, 830pm. I am featured in a Doco narrated by Hugo Weaving,
and the wombats and Goanna appearing are all my Fire rescues as well....so proud of them! Here's the link.
https://www.facebook.com/ABCTV/videos/3081661658758743 I am at the very end...after the Platypus!
https://www.facebook.com/cbcdocs/videos/365094971411319 This one better....I am in the middle,still, following the
Platypus! Its a different clip.... What gets me in this one, is that the wombat shown is one of my fire survivors!!! She made it,
from mange to drought to fire and flood....and aftermath! Whew! Seeing her here makes me smile!
I spoke a great deal about a connected caring community, and the support from SHF through FireAide....I hope that part is
kept, as that is a powerful message....Community working together to achieve greater outcomes for us all.
They spent 2 days with me...so hard to know what will actually air.
But it looks good. They seemed to have heard my words of hope and renewal.
Back later with more......So much to tell you.John
Dear Bridget
The FireAid card has been and continues to be a wonderful support to me and my wildlife work. I am using it at the co-op for
feed and medications which are weekly costs and occasional big expenses. I have been able to put together a kit for mange
treatment so that on the occasions when a manged wombat is sick enough to be netted, I can treat its wounds with antiseptic,
insect repellents, antibiotics and anti- parasitics which is a faster acting and more direct treatment than the alternative of
flapping the burrows. This coming week I will release two wombats who came to me during the fire season (to relieve another
carer who was inundated) and I am able to release them with six months protection against parasites which is a great start in
the wild for these two who have come so far in our care.
I am so grateful to all those who contributed to the fundraising and the coordination of this support. Apart from the huge
amounts of time involved, caring for wildlife can be very expensive, buying special milk powders, medications, supplements,
and building enclosures and release sites and until this year I have had no help so this card is appreciated every time I use it.
Thank you all.
Kind regards
Harriette
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